BOULDERING POLICIES
1. Bouldering higher than four panels on the main walls is not allowed. No body part may go past the fourth panel line.
2. No topping out or standing on the bouldering wall.
3. Do not boulder under another climber who is on a rope.
4. Spotters are highly recommended.
5. While bouldering be aware of launching or throwing for a move with other climbers and bystanders near.
6. While watching others boulder please stand out of the way of their fall line.
7. In order to boulder participants must have their “boulder card” visible at all times.

ROCKWALL POLICIES
1. In order to belay, participants must be belay certified and have their belay certification card visible while belaying.
2. All personal belongings must be placed in the cubbies / lockers provided.
3. Shirts must be worn at all times.
4. No eating or drinking in the climbing wall area except for water bottles.
5. No chewing gum allowed in the climbing wall area.
6. Only staff are authorized to set routes and perform maintenance on the walls.
7. Staff has the right to check your personal climbing equipment for safety concerns.
8. The Rock Wall Staff reserves the right to limit the number of climbing wall participants out of concern for participants’ safety.
9. Never place fingers, hands or feet on the metal bolt hangers. These are off limits.
10. Never climb past or unclip the top climbing anchors.
11. Never drop anything while climbing on the wall.
12. Shoes must be worn at all times.
13. Climbers may only climb one panel to the right and/or one panel to the left of each anchor point.
14. Climbing commands must be used at all times.
15. The belayer must remain standing while the climber is on belay.
16. Every climber must use a figure eight knot and double fisherman’s knot.
17. Every climber must belay with an ATC.
18. Do not stand on the ropes or floor anchors. Do not hang on or climb the ropes.
19. When climbing the roof let other bystanders know of the potential danger of a fall and have them clear the middle area.

LEAD CLIMBING POLICIES
1. In order to lead climb or lead belay participants must be lead certified and must have their certification card visible at all times.
2. Lead climbing is only allowed if no one is climbing to the right or left of the route you are going to lead.
3. It is the lead climber and lead belayers’ responsibility to clear the area before starting a climb.
4. All anchors must be clipped opposite and opposed.
5. Lead belaying can only be done with an ATC.
6. SRC Staff and Climbing Wall Staff reserve the right to ask that you do not lead climb during busy times.